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Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells (DSSCs) are a highly promising alternative to conventional

photovoltaic silicon-based devices, due to the potential low cost and the interesting

conversion efficiencies. A key-role is played by the dye, and porphyrin sensitizers have

drawn great interest because of their excellent light harvesting properties mimicking

photosynthesis. Indeed, porphyrins are characterized by strong electronic absorption

bands in the visible region up to the near infrared and by long-lived π∗ singlet excited

states. Moreover, the presence of four meso and eight β-pyrrolic positions allows a

fine tuning of their photoelectrochemical properties through structural modification.

Trans-A2BC push–pull ZnII porphyrins, characterized by a strong and directional electron

excitation process along the push–pull system, have been extensively investigated. On

the other hand, A4 β-pyrrolic substituted tetraaryl ZnII porphyrins, which incorporate

a tetraaryl porphyrinic core as a starting material, have received lower attention, even

if they are synthetically more attractive and show several advantages such as a

more sterically hindered architecture and enhanced solubility in most common organic

solvents. The present contribution intends to review the most prominent A4 β-substituted

ZnII porphyrins reported in the literature so far for application in DSSCs, focusing on

the strategies employed to enhance the light harvesting capability of the dye and on a

comparison with meso-substituted analogs.

Keywords: solar energy, dye-sensitized solar cells, porphyrin-sensitized solar cells, porphyrins, light harvesting

INTRODUCTION

Since the first appearance of the revolutionary work by Grätzel in 1991 (O’Regan and Grätzel,
1991), Dye Sensitized Solar Cells (DSSCs) emerged as a cutting-edge technology in the field of
photovoltaics (PV).

DSSCs belong to the third generation PV technology and they consist of a nanocrystalline
and mesoporous high band-gap semiconductor (usually TiO2), an organometallic or organic dye
covalently linked to its surface and an electrolyte comprising a redox shuttle (typically I−/I−3 or
CoIII/CoII ). Often DSSC devices are comprised in the organic photovoltaic (OPV) family due to
the organic nature of the dyes. In conventional OPV devices, donor and acceptor organic materials
are blended and act as light absorbers and charge carriers simultaneously. On the other hand, in
DSSCs, the light harvesting task is mainly deputed to the dyes anchored to the semiconductor
which in turn serves, along with the electrolyte, as charge transporting material (Yum et al., 2011).
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Consequently, in this last technology, the light capture ability and
the charge transport dynamics can be tuned separately, acting
respectively on a rational tailoring of the dye, thus affecting its
spectral response, or on the carrier transport properties of the
semiconductor and the electrolyte. The light absorption by the
anchored dye promotes the photoexcitation of electrons from
the ground to the excited state orbitals followed by the electron-
injection into the conduction band (CB) of the semiconductor.
The injected electrons diffuse through the semiconductor layer
toward the FTO transparent conducting glass, to reach a
platinum counter electrode through the external wiring. Finally,
the electrons are transferred to the redox shuttle which, in turn,
regenerates the oxidized dyes, thus completing the electrical
circuit (Figure 1).

Nowadays, DSSCs are considered a complementary option
rather than as an alternative to the widely used silicon-based
solar cells, due to the different market targeting in which they
are involved. Indeed DSSCs, thanks to their transparency and
their capacity to absorb diffuse sunlight, are very promising
for the fabrication of PV windows and façades in the Building
Integrated Photovoltaics (BIPV) (Di Carlo et al., 2018) and for
indoor applications (Freitag et al., 2017). On the contrary, silicon
solar cells don’t allow the light to pass through, and are featured
by a dark-blue standard color and can be installed only onto the
rooftop of buildings or on the ground, despite the fact that they
can rely on higher efficiencies and a broader spectral response.

The performance of a solar cell is strictly related to the ability
of a the device to absorb and convert sunlight into electricity and
it is evaluated by the overall solar-to-energy conversion efficiency
(PCE) (Equation 1):

PCE =
Jsc Voc FF

Pin
(1)

where Jsc is the short-circuit photocurrent density (A cm−2), Voc

is the open-circuit photovoltage (V), FF is the fill factor (that can
assume values between 0 and 1) and Pin is the intensity of the
incident wavelength (W cm−2).

Another very important parameter of the solar cell is
the incident photon-to-current conversion efficiency (IPCE).
The IPCE is a function of the wavelength and is expressed
by Equation 2:

IPCE (λ) = LHE (λ) φinj (λ) ϕreg (λ) ηcoll (2)

where LHE is the light harvesting efficiency for photons of
wavelength λ, φinj is the quantum yield for the injection of the
photogenerated electron in the CB of the semiconductor, φreg is
the quantum yield for dye regeneration and ηcoll is the electron
collection efficiency.

The LHE is related to the absorbance A of the sensitized
semiconductor film (Equation 3):

LHE (λ) = 1− 10−A (3)

Conventional DSSCs exhibit only a partial overlap of their
own absorption spectra with the wide range of wavelengths of
the solar spectrum, with a poor response to red and near-infrared
(NIR) light, thus encouraging the scientific community to devote
great efforts in developing a number of ways to overcome
this limitation.

The investigated strategies to improve the IPCE of DSSCs
mainly involve the fabrication process of the device by acting
on its several components. For example, increasing the thickness
of the TiO2 layer provides a concomitant increase of the
chromophores concentration adsorbed into the semiconductor
which, in turn, enables the improvement of spectral response
intensity (Kao et al., 2009).

Additives, as highly luminescent energy-relay dyes (ERDs)
in the electrolyte solution or anchored onto TiO2, enhance the
conversion efficiency by non-radiative Förster-type excitation
energy transfer or by radiative-type fluorescent energy transfer
to the sensitizers (Rahman et al., 2015).

In order to also collect the incident photons in the range
of wavelengths poorly adsorbed by the sensitizers, luminescent
spectral conversion approaches have also been explored, ranging
from down-shifting (DS) to up-conversion (UC). In the former
case, materials enabling the conversion of high-energy photons
(i.e., UV light) into lower-energy ones (i.e., Visible light) are used;
the opposite happens in the latter case (Llanos et al., 2018).

All the above listed strategies are effective enough, however,
they make the manufacturing process of the devices far from
trivial, limiting the industrial application.

Hence, the most promising approach to enhance the solar
light harvesting by DSSCs is the improvement of the light-
capture ability of the dye over the entire visible and near-infrared
(NIR) spectrum, by a rational tailoring of the structure, the
electronic absorption spectrum, the molar extinction coefficient
and the loading onto the semiconductor surface.

Since the accessible anchoring sites on the semiconductor
are limited, the dyes must be well-chosen, taking into account
the loading capacity of each chromophore. Furthermore, a large
molar extinction coefficient of the dyes is required to get intense
spectral response, still maintaining a thin film of TiO2. Co-
sensitization of the semiconductor surface with different dyes
having complementary absorption bands has also been developed
to obtain a panchromatic light harvesting (Song et al., 2018).

The final aim is obviously the fabrication of an efficient device,
able to cover the greatest part of the solar spectrum, while still
ensuring intense electronic absorption. Indeed, the final device
should absorb∼80% of the solar spectrum (from 350 to 900 nm)
for commercialization.

Since 1993, a leading role among sensitizers has been played
by RuII complexes, with efficiencies up to 11% (Nazeeruddin
et al., 1993, 2005; Yu et al., 2010). However, the high cost and the
limited supply of ruthenium, together with the poor absorption
of these dyes in the NIR range of wavelengths, limited their
widespread application.

On the other hand, metal-free organic sensitizers are
advantageous because of their low cost, easy synthesis and
flexible functionalization, and power efficiencies of 14% have
been reached (Kakiage et al., 2015).
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FIGURE 1 | Working principle of a dye-sensitized solar cell.

In addition to the aforementioned classes of sensitizers,
porphyrin dyes have emerged as a viable and interesting
alternative. Indeed, porphyrins satisfy the principal requirements
for efficient solar energy collection. They possess strong
electronic absorption bands (the B or Soret band around 400–
450 nm and the Q bands in the range 550–650 nm, with molar
extinction coefficients typically over 100,000 M−1 cm−1), and
long-lived π∗ excited states of appropriate energy to allow the
injection of the photogenerated electron in the CB band of TiO2.
Moreover, their many different reaction sites (namely four meso,
eight β-pyrrolic and up to 2 axial positions) allow awide variety of
chemical functionalizations, so that a fine tuning of the electronic
and photo-physical properties can be achieved quite easily.

Starting from 2010 up to now the solar energy to power
conversion efficiencies of DSSCs based on porphyrins have
increased remarkably, reaching values higher than those achieved
with the best RuII dyes with the ZnII complex coded YD2-oC8 co-
sensitized with Y123 organic dye (12.3%) (Yella et al., 2011) and
even higher (about 13%) with porphyrins SM315 (Mathew et al.,
2014) and GY50 (Yella et al., 2014). Therefore, the expression
“Porphyrin-Sensitized Solar Cells” has appeared in the literature
(Li and Diau, 2013).

Nevertheless, porphyrin dyes still show some issues that must
be addressed, such as the lack of absorption between the B and the
Q bands and weak absorption in the NIR range of wavelengths.

Moreover, while trans-A2BC architectures have been
extensively studied, including a very recently review (Lu
et al., 2018), A4 β-pyrrolic substituted ones have received less
attention, despite the simpler synthetic route and the more
hindered structure, appealing for DSSCs.

Indeed, the synthesis of trans-A2BC ZnII porphyrins
involves the preparation of highly unstable unsubstituted
dipyrromethane by reaction of pyrrole and formaldehyde,
followed by a condensation step of dipyrromethane
with a suitable arylaldehyde to afford the starting trans-
A2 type porphyrin core, with a 25–30% overall yield.
The subsequent bromination of the two free meso
positions of the core affords a building block for further
asymmetric functionalization with donor and acceptor
moieties to produce a push-pull system. The different
reactivity of the donor and acceptor pendant requires
their stepwise introduction, thus lowering the yields
and making the synthetic procedure rather ineffective
(Yella et al., 2011; Mathew et al., 2014).

On the other hand, the synthesis of A4 β-pyrrolic architectures
is less demanding. The core can be easily obtained by a one-pot
condensation between pyrrole and the appropriate arylaldehyde
with yields in the range 10–50% depending on the steric
hindrance of this latter (Di Carlo et al., 2013, 2015; Li and Diau,
2013; Orbelli Biroli et al., 2015). After mono-bromination of
the core in β-pyrrolic position and complexation with ZnII (Di
Carlo et al., 2015), a microwave-assisted Sonogashira coupling
allows the direct introduction of the ethynyl pendant carrying
the carboxylic or the cyanoacrylic acceptor and anchoring
group with a 2-fold yield with respect to the thermal reaction
(Di Carlo et al., 2013).

For a more detailed discussion on the synthetic pathways
to trans-A2BC and A4 β-pyrrolic ZnII porphyrins the reader
is addressed to other reviews (Di Carlo et al., 2018 and
references therein).
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This mini-review aims to focus on the most common
strategies reported so far in the literature to improve the light
harvesting of these latter class of porphyrin-based dyes. In
particular, we will highlight the relation among the molecular
structure, the electronic properties and the spectral response,
showing how the energy levels of the dye can be properly tuned
through an ad-hoc molecular engineering and comparing A4

β-substituted structures with the analog trans-A2BC.
We will also discuss the methodologies to attain panchromatic

sunlight capture covering the aspects related to the use of
additional chromophores as co-adsorbents or as ancillary
ligands tethered to the porphyrin molecular structure,
including coordination of ad-hoc ligands to the metal center in
axial position.

Other strategies including conjugation of two or more
porphyrin molecules and the use of porphyrin cores fused
together will be also reviewed as viable ways to improve spectral
response up to the NIR region. Advantages and disadvantages of
the surveyed approaches will be summarized trying to show the
upcoming challenges to boost the light collection.

The reader is addressed to several comprehensive reviews
(Hagfeldt et al., 2010; Clifford et al., 2011; Li and Diau, 2013;
Gong et al., 2017; Song et al., 2018) for the description of
the approaches that has been exploited for the optimization of
the other key variables affecting the performances of a DSSC
(electrolyte redox couple, dynamics of charge transfer processes,
absorption of the dye on the TiO2 surface).

ENERGY LEVELS AND SPECTRAL
RESPONSE IN PORPHYRINS AND
METALLOPORPHYRINS

Porphyrins is a general term used to indicate a wide class
of 18 π electron conjugated macrocycles, which are based on
a specific molecular skeleton made up of four pyrrole rings,
interconnected at their α carbons via methine bridges, and
variously functionalized.

The basic structure, more correctly called porphine, is a planar
ring with eight β-pyrrolic and four meso carbons suitable for
chemical modifications, and the four nitrogen atoms outline an
inner cavity able to bind metal ions, acting as a dianionic ligand
(Figure 2A). Indeed, the two protons on the central nitrogen
atoms are extremely weakly acidic (pKa = 16).

All these compounds show intense colors ranging from red
to green, depending on the chemical functionalization, the
presence and the kind of metal ion and to a lesser extent, the
solvent/environment. For example, in the biological field, the
iron porphyrin devoted to oxygen transport and metabolism,
called heme, is red colored, whilst the magnesium porphyrin at
the base of the light harvesting process of the photosynthesis,
chlorophyll, is yellow-green, but it gives to plants different green
colors depending on the different protein environment, specific
for each species.

Actually, the color of the simpler synthetic structures of these
molecules is purple, and the name porphyrin is strictly connected

color since it takes place from the place from the ancient Greek
porphura (πoρφύρα) used for purple pigments.

Color is only the fraction of visible light reflected, and it is
complementary to the visible regions of the spectrum where light
absorbance occurs. Therefore, UV-Vis absorption spectroscopy
is a fundamental tool to study the properties of light harvesting
and accordingly the energy levels of a dye. The knowledge of the
dye spectroscopic features and the identification of their relation
to molecular structure is of primary importance to plan tailored
modifications for specific purposes.

The absorption spectrum of porphyrins show a typical and
well-distinguishable pattern consisting in an intense band in the
near UV region (380–450 nm) called B- or Soret band with a
molar extinction coefficient in the order of 105 M−1cm−1, and a
series of weaker bands in the range 500–700 nm called Q-bands,
with molar extinction coefficients of 104 M−1cm−1.

The absorption spectrum of porphyrins covers a wide range
of wavelengths of the solar emission and in particular the
absorbance maximum of the B-band roughly corresponds to the
maximum intensity of the solar spectrum: this is the reason why
Nature selected this kind ofmolecules as light-harvester antennae
at the base of the photosynthesis in plants.

However, also the role of the Q-bands is important, since they
have a well-defined charge-transfer character (De Angelis et al.,
2007) and their shift in the absorption range can change the
resulting color.

Free-base porphyrins show four Q-bands (labeled I, II, III
and IV from the lower to the higher energy band) with different
relative intensity depending on the modification at the β-pyrrolic
and meso positions of the macrocycle. In the simplest case,
when the β-pyrrolic positions are not endowed with conjugated
substituents, the intensities are IV>III>II>I and porphyrins are
classified as etio-type. Other relative configurations of intensities
ratio are possible: II>IV>II>I for rhodo-type featured by a
red shifted spectrum and III>II>IV>I for oxo-rhodo-type with
a more pronounced red shift spectrum. In these latter cases,
the substituents in β-position have π-electrons able to interact
with the π-structure of the porphyrin, and in particular for the
oxo-rhodo-type these substituents are present at the opposite
pyrrole rings. When also the meso-position is involved in the β-
substitution, the relative intensities changes in IV>II>III>I and
porphyrins are indicated as phyllo-type.

The inner cavity of the free-base porphyrin can react with
protons leading to dication species, or with metal ions leading
to metalloporphyrins. In both cases, the number of the Q-bands
changes from four to two bands, suggesting a change of symmetry
(Figure 2B). In fact, the free base porphyrin has a rectangular
shape with a D2h symmetry, but with the addition of protons
or metal ions, produces a more symmetrical ring with a D4h

symmetry. For example, in Figure 2B, we report the UV-Vis
spectra in THF solution of a free base porphyrin and of the
corresponding ZnII complex.

The two Q-bands of metalloporphyrins are labeled as α (the
one at higher energy) and β and their relative intensities are
related to the kind of metal and its type of coordination. For
example, when the metal forms a stable square-planar complex,
the α Q-band intensity is higher than that of the β Q-band,
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FIGURE 2 | (A) meso and β-pyrrolic positions in porphine; (B) UV-Vis spectrum of H2-tetraphenylporphyrin and ZnII-tetraphenylporphyrin in THF solution; (C) HOMO

and LUMO orbitals according to the four orbital model of Gouterman.

whereas when the metal complex is weak and protons can easily
replace the metal, the intensities of the two Q-bands are reversed
(Giovannetti, 2014).

Depending on the metal center, metalloporphyrins have been
divided in two broad classes.

In regular metalloporphyrins, the closed shell metal cation
(e.g., MgII, AlIII, ZnII, CdII) produces only a small perturbation
on the π-system of the porphyrinic ring. Therefore, the
absorbance spectra are generally not influenced by the presence
of the metal: only slight wavelength shifts to red of the B- and
Q-bands are observed (Gouterman, 1978).

Irregular metalloporphyrins contain metal ions with partially
filled shells, therefore a stronger mixing with the ring
orbitals occur producing hypso or hyper absorption spectra
(Gouterman, 1978).

Hypso absorption spectra are featured by a blue shifted
pattern, and occur when the metal configuration is dm with m
= 6–9 (e.g., FeII, CoIII/II, NiII, CuII, platinum group metals).
Instead hyper absorption spectra are featured by additional bands
in the region above 320 nm, and occur in the presence of lower
excited statesmetals (e.g., SnII, PbII) and or with transitionmetals
with dm, 1 ≤ m ≤ 6 configuration (e.g., CrIII, MnIII, OsVI)
(Gouterman, 1978).

The pattern of the absorption spectra of porphyrins has
been clarified by the introduction of the so-called “four orbital
model” proposed by M. Gouterman at the beginning of the
‘60s. According to this model, the B and the Q bands depend
on the transition of two HOMOs and two LUMOs energy
levels calculated by the Hückel theory. The HOMOs are
two accidentally degenerate orbitals with a1u(π) and a2u(π)
symmetry and an electronic density mainly located on the
meso-positions and on the nitrogen atoms of the ring, whilst
the LUMOs are a double degenerate orbital with eg(π

∗)
symmetry and an electron density on the β-pyrrolic and
meso-positions (Figure 2C) (Gouterman, 1961). The electronic
configuration of the ground state is (a1u)

2(a2u)
2, yielding a singlet

ground state (S0). The lowest excited state configurations are
(a1u)

2(a2u)
1(eg)

1 and (a1u)
1(a2u)

2(eg)
1, giving rise to singlet and

triplet excited states.
The electronic transitions between the HOMO and LUMO

orbitals produce two excited states. The B or Soret band,
with higher energy state and higher oscillator strength, is
strongly allowed and can be indicated as the S0 → S2
transition (from the ground state to the second excited state),
whereas the Q bands, with a lower energy and oscillator
strength, are weakly allowed and can be indicated as the
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FIGURE 3 | trans-A2BC push-pull ZnII porphyrins 1-3 and their IPCE spectra.

S0 → S1 transition (from the ground state to the first
excited state).

The UV-Vis spectrum of porphyrins with 2 well-distinct
absorption bands in different regions and characterized by
S0 → S2 and S0 → S1 transitions, recalls the spectra of acenes,
organic compounds made up of linearly fused benzene rings.
Like acenes, porphyrins present fluorescence emission spectra
from S1 → S0 transition according to the Kasha’s rule. The
emission spectrum is usually the mirror image of the of the Q-
bands and can be obtain by exciting the sample both in the Q-
bands region than in the B band region, since also the S0→ S2
transition contributes to populate the S1 excited state by non-
radiative processes. In addition, the distance between the lower
energy maximum peak in absorbance and higher energy peak
defines the Stokes shift, which is an important indication of
different configuration of the molecule between the ground and
the excited states: the narrower is this shift, the more rigid is
the molecule.

Recording the emission spectrum of a porphyrin is also
of fundamental importance since its interception with the
absorption spectrum allows the evaluation of the E0−0 energy,
which corresponds to the spectroscopic HOMO-LUMO
energy gap.

The HOMO-LUMO energy gap can be also inferred by
DFT and TDDFT calculations of the energies and electronic
distributions of the ground- and excited-state levels, using
software packages such as Gaussian 03 (Frisch et al., 2004) or
09 (Frisch et al., 2009) and optimizing the structures in vacuo
by the B3LYP functional (Becke, 1993) and basis sets such as
6-311G∗ (Curtiss et al., 1995). When necessary, solvent effects
are included by the C-PCM conductor-like solvation model
(Cossi et al., 2003).

Finally, the HOMO-LUMO energy gap can be derived also by
electrochemical measurements (Kadish and Van Caemelbecke,
2003), which provide information on the redox properties of the
dye, through the experimental determination of the ground- and
excited-state oxidation potentials, allowing an assessment of the
charge injection and dye regeneration processes in the DSSC.

The electrochemistry of porphyrins usually presents two
oxidation and two reduction processes, where stepwise one
electron and a second one are removed or added to π system of
the molecule respectively. The HOMO energy level corresponds
to the first oxidation process and the LUMO to the first
reduction process observed. Usually, all the peaks are reversible
or quasi-reversible from both the electrochemical and the
chemical point of view, allowing the calculation of the formal
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potentials E0′Ia and E0′Ic for the first oxidation (anodic) and
first reduction (cathodic) processes, respectively, in the operating
solvent (formal potentials E0′ approximate standard potentials
E0 under the assumption of neglecting activity coefficients).
From the experimental E0′ values the electrochemical HOMO
and LUMO energy levels and the electrochemical HOMO–
LUMO energy gap can be evaluated (Mussini et al., 2012),
employing the ferrocenium/ferrocene redox couple as a reference
for intersolvental comparison of electrode potentials (Gritzner
and Köta, 1984; Gritzner, 1990) (Equations 4, 5).

ELUMO (eV) = −e×
[(

E0
′

Ic /V
(

Fc+
∣

∣Fc
)

+ 4.8 V
(

Fc+
∣

∣Fc vs zero
)

)]

(4)

EHOMO (eV) = −e×
[(

E0
′

Ia/V
(

Fc+
∣

∣Fc
)

+ 4.8 V
(

Fc+
∣

∣Fc vs zero
)

)]

(5)

However, electrochemical LUMO is different, in principle, from
the optical LUMO, in fact the first reduction process leads to
the formation of a radical anion species, whereas in absorption
experiments, when an electron is promoted from the HOMO
to populate the LUMO, the molecule results neutral from the
electronic point of view.

On the contrary, the electrochemical HOMO well-describes
the energy level of the radical cation species formed after the
electron injection in the DSSC.

Therefore, for a correct evaluation of the LUMO level equation
6 can be used:

ELUMO = EHOMO − E0−0 (6)

A4 β-PYRROLIC SUBSTITUTED ZnII

PORPHYRINS AS LIGHT HARVESTERS

Although the electronic absorption spectrum of porphyrins and
metalloporphyrins covers a wide range of wavelengths of the
solar emission, the weak absorptivity between the Soret and the
Q bands and the lack of absorption in the NIR are a severe
limitation to their widespread use in DSSCs.

Typically, to address the lack of absorption between the Soret
and the Q bands and to get a panchromatic spectral response,
tremendous effort has beenmade, up to now, on the fine tailoring
of the molecular structure of porphyrin dyes or on the use of
complementary light harvesters.

The additional chromophore, showing a light-absorption
pattern complementary to that of the sensitizers, can be directly
linked to the porphyrin molecular structure or it can be used as a
co-sensitizer of the semiconductor surface.

Although the co-adsorption of multiple dyes is considered
a powerful method to boost the photon-collection of a DSSC,
this approach strongly suffers from limitation about the choice
and the loading optimization of selected dyes. Therefore, for this
particular topic, we address the reader to other comprehensive
reviews (Higashino and Imahori, 2015; Song et al., 2018).

In general, to be suitable as a dye for DSSCs, a molecule
must have a LUMO level at higher energy than the CB of
the semiconductor, to guarantee enough driving force for the

electron injection, and a HOMO level at lower energy than the
redox couple, for an efficient regeneration.

Focusing on the molecular engineering of porphyrins, their
spectral response can be tuned by the introduction of suitable
donor and acceptor moieties in the core, which affect the energy
of the HOMO and LUMO levels, respectively, and therefore
the electronic properties, the absorption spectrum and the light
harvesting properties (Walsh et al., 2006; Mussini et al., 2012).

For a series of trans-A2BC push–pull ZnII porphyrins
(Figure 3), a sizable destabilization of the HOMO energy level
occurs by substitution of the weak electron-donor methoxy
group with the stronger dimethylamino group (EHOMO =

−5.19 eV for 1, −5.00 eV for 2 and −5.06 eV for 3), together
with a lowering in energy of the LUMO level by introduction of
four fluorine atoms in the acceptor part of the molecule (ELUMO

= −3.29 eV for 1, −3.21 eV for 2 and −3.32 eV for 3) (Orbelli
Biroli et al., 2011; Mussini et al., 2012). Therefore, the computed
HOMO-LUMO energy gap decreases on going from dye 1 to
3, pointing out for this latter a potential better charge-transfer
process along the push-pull axis.

The cyclic voltammetry of compound 1 shows a peak at 0.91V
vs. SCE, due to the oxidation of the macrocycle core, while in 2

a slightly lower oxidation potential (0.87V vs. SCE) is recorded,
accompanied by a second wave at 0.72V vs. SCE, due to the
oxidation of the dimethylamino group (Mussini et al., 2012). In
3, this latter oxidation is strongly anodically shifted, becoming
a shoulder of a broad wave at 0.98V vs. SCE. The calculation
of the first-excited state potential by Equation (5) leads to
values with the same trend than the calculated LUMO energies
(−1.03V vs. SCE for 2 > −0.92V vs. SCE for 1 > −0.80V
vs. SCE for 3).

The IPCE of 1-3 absorbed on TiO2 show 2 well-separated
peaks, one at about 450 nm, corresponding to the Soret band, and
the other at about 650 nm, corresponding to the Q band, with an
intensity which decreases in the order 2 > 1 >> 3.

Therefore, despite the lower HOMO-LUMO gap within the
series, the very low IPCE values of dye 3 (40% at 450 nm
and 20% at 650 nm) lead to poor photocurrents (Jsc = 4.5
mAcm−2) and photovoltaic performances (PCE = 1.2%), due
to the lower charge injection efficiency and the increased charge
recombination (Orbelli Biroli et al., 2011).

Endowing the porphyrin with donor/acceptor moieties can
lead to different effects also according to the structural
architecture of the core, as pointed out by an investigation on
trans-A2BC push-pull ZnII porphyrins and on the analogs A4

β-pyrrolic structures (Figure 4) (Di Carlo et al., 2013).
First of all, while the electronic absorption spectra of β-

pyrrolic mono and di-substituted ZnII porphyrins 4-8 show the
typical pattern of metalloporphyrins with an intense B band
in the range 430–460 nm and two weaker Q bands at 560–580
and 600–620 nm, trans-A2BC structures 2, 9, and 10 display in
addition to the B band only one Q band, significantly stronger
and red-shifted in comparison to the two Q bands of the β-
pyrrolic counterparts (Figure 5A).

Accordingly, the computed HOMO-LUMO energy gaps of
2, 9 and 10 (1.84–2.02 eV) are lower than those of 4-8 (2.06–
2.59 eV) (Table S1).
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FIGURE 4 | A4 β-pyrrolic ZnII porphyrins 4-8 and trans-A2BC push-pull ZnII porphyrins 9-10.

In particular, a comparison of the HOMO-LUMO gaps of
di-substituted complexes 5-2 and 8-10 with the same donor
and acceptor substituents shows a more efficient transmission
of the push-pull electronic effect between donor and acceptor
groups in 5,15 meso positions of the macrocycle than in 2,12
β-pyrrolic positions, in accordance with an investigation of the
second order NLO properties of these kind of chromophores
(Orbelli Biroli et al., 2017).

However, the PCEs of DSSCs based on di-substituted A4 β-
pyrrolic compounds 5 and 8 are higher than those of DSSCs
based on the corresponding trans-A2BC compounds 2 and 10,
due to more intense IPCE spectra for A4 β-pyrrolic compounds,
partially covering the lack of absorption around 500–550 nm,
whereas the spectra of 2 and 10 show, as previously described,
2 well-separated maxima (Figure 5B).

When the porphyrin is mono-substituted in β-pyrrolic
position with an electron-withdrawing cyanoacrilic group
(compound 7), the spectrum displays a plateau in the range
400–550 nm, reaching a remarkable 70% IPCE value.

The effect of the presence of a cyanoacrylic anchoring group
linked by an ethynylphenyl moiety to the β-pyrrolic position of a
porphyrin ring can be understood considering the perturbation
induced by this strong electron-withdrawing substituent to the
Gouterman’s four orbital model. The degeneracy of the LUMO
and LUMO+1 orbitals is broken, with a remarkable stabilization

of the LUMO energy level. Moreover, the LUMO+2 level
becomes closer in energy to the LUMO+1, giving rise to a nearly
degenerate LUMO+1 and LUMO+2 system (Di Carlo et al.,
2013). As a result, the HOMO-LUMO energy gap decreases, and
the electron density on the ethynylphenyl moiety linking the core
to the anchoring group increases.

Indeed, in the UV-Vis spectrum of 7 a red-shifted shoulder of
the B band appears (Figure 5A) (Di Carlo et al., 2013).

The addition of a strong electron-donating dimethylamino
group linked to the core by an ethynylphenyl fragment
(compound 8) causes a bathochromic shift of all the absorption
maxima in the electronic absorption spectrum (Figure 5A), with
a further improvement of the IPCE value (80%) (Figure 5B).

DFT calculations have shown that the energy of the LUMO
of 8 is similar to that of 7 (−3.09 and −3.08 eV, respectively,
Table S1), while a strong destabilization of the HOMO energy
level occurs (−5.42 and −5.15 eV, respectively, Table S1), due to
the introduction of the dimethylamino group, with a significant
decrease of the HOMO-LUMO energy gap.

In mono and di-substituted β-pyrrolic ZnII porphyrins, and
in trans-A2BC ZnII porphyrins, the cyanoacrilic group is more
effective than the carboxylic group in perturbating the energy of
the LUMO level and therefore in lowering the HOMO-LUMO
energy gap, leading to an enhancement of the intensity of the
IPCE spectra and of the photovoltaic performances.
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FIGURE 5 | (A) UV-Vis spectra in THF solution of 4-10; (B) IPCE spectra of 5-8 and 2 and 10.

The electrochemical data (Table S1) show that in the presence
of a dimethylamino group in both 2, 12 β-pyrrolic (compounds
5 and 8) and meso-position (compounds 2, 9, and 10) the
first anodic peak shifts at lower potential, being located on
the dimethylamino group, while the second oxidation involves
the porphyrin core. Moreover, di-substituted β-pyrrolic ZnII

porphyrins 5 and 8 display more positive anodic peaks and more
negative cathodic peaks than their trans-A2BC counterparts 2, 9,
and 10, confirming a wider HOMO-LUMO energy gap and a less
efficient charge transfer for β-substituted porphyrins.

The electrochemical HOMO-LUMO gap of mono-substituted
β-pyrrolic ZnII porphyrins 4, 6, and 7 is higher as a result of the
concomitant positive shift of the first anodic peak and a negative
shift of the first reduction peak. However, in accordance to the
DFT investigation, the introduction of a cyanoacrylic acceptor
unit in 7 instead of a carboxylic one lowers both the oxidation
and the reduction potentials, leading to lowest HOMO-LUMO
gap in the mono-substituted series.

The most attractive approach to broaden light absorption is
to link ancillary light absorbing substituents to the periphery
of a porphyrin dye by an efficient π-conjugated system. This

strategy has been widely used to improve the light harvesting
ability of a number of porphyrin-based dyes. The elongation of
π-conjugated acceptor systems on porphyrin molecules plays an
important role in improving the photon collection ability of the
dye, both in meso and β-substituents, giving rise to a better light
harvesting over the whole visible spectrum and resulting in a
panchromatic effect on the IPCE spectra and in an enhanced
photocurrent, thus increasing DSSC performances (Di Carlo
et al., 2014b; Arrechea et al., 2016).

In particular, the ability of dithienylethylene (DTE) to absorb
within the 500–550 nm spectral region, where the absorption of
more common porphyrins show poor harvesting and conversion
has been exploited.

When a DTE unit is added to compound 11 at the
meso-position to give compound 12 (Figure 6), in the
electronic absorption spectrum a new absorption between
430 and 630 nm appears, in addition to the B band
and the two Q bands, due to the π-conjugated system
of the DTE (Barea et al., 2011).

DFT calculations show a remarkable decrease of the HOMO-
LUMO gap of 12 in comparison to 11 (2.18 and 2.62 eV,
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FIGURE 6 | ZnII porphyrins 11 and 12.

respectively), thanks to enhanced charge transfer and charge
separation processes.

Therefore, the DSSC employing 12 as the sensitizer shows
a triplication of the photocurrent and of the PCE (Jsc = 15.6
mAcm−2 and PCE= 4.77%) with respect to that with compound
11 (Jsc = 3.6 mAcm−2 and PCE = 1.10%), with an enhancement
of the IPCE value to 60% and a remarkable flattening between
400 and 650 nm (Barea et al., 2011).

The same panchromatic approach has been proven to be
effective also to enhance the light harvesting of A4 β-pyrrolic
ZnII porphyrins.

In compounds 13-15, a DTE moiety is linked to the core in
β-pyrrolic position by different π-conjugated bridges (Figure 7)
(Di Carlo et al., 2014a).

As for 11-12, the introduction of a DTE moiety leads to
the appearance in the UV-Vis electronic absorption spectra of
13-15 a new band between 490 and 530 nm, very intense for
14 (Figure 8A). In agreement, a broad plateau in the range
430–650 nm characterizes the IPCE spectra (Figure 8B), with
comparable intensities for 13 and 14 (60%) and a lower value for
15 (40%). The electrochemical data (Table S1) support for all the
three dyes HOMO and LUMO energies fully compatible with the
requirements of a DSSC. However, in agreement with the IPCE
spectra, 15 displays a lower photocurrent and a lower PCE than
13 and 14 (Jsc = 10.5 mAcm−2 and PCE = 4.3% for 15, while
for 13 Jsc = 12.4 mAcm−2 and PCE = 5.2% and for 14 Jsc = 11.7
mAcm−2 and PCE= 4.7%) (Di Carlo et al., 2014a).

Therefore, the performances of DSSCs based on these
panchromatic dyes strongly depend on the bridge between
the DTE unit and the porphyrinic core, which influences
the structural arrangement and consequently, the charge
separation involved in the electron injection process. Due to the
ethynylstyryl and the ethynyl spacers, 13 and 14 have a more
planar and linear spatial structure than 15, which on the other
hand appears hindered and distorted.

Transient optical studies at the femtosecond scale allowed to
explore in-depth the impact of a DTE unit on the photophysical
properties of a porphyrin dye (Di Carlo et al., 2017). A4 β-
pyrrolic substituted ZnII porphyrin 13 was compared to 7,

lacking the DTE unit, and to trans-A2BC ZnII porphyrin
16 (Figure 7).

The photophysical investigation of charge transfer dynamics
demonstrated that endowing a porphyrin core with a DTE
unit has a remarkable effect in enhancing sunlight harvesting,
regardless of the substitution inmeso or β position, extending the
spectral response of the dyes without introducing a kinetic barrier
to charge transfer processes. Indeed, the comparative kinetic
study shows ultrafast electron injection onto the photoanode
at the femtosecond time-scale (ca. 200 fs), similar for all
DTE endowed dyes (13 and 16, Figure 7) and the reference
7 (Figure 4) without the additional chromophore as well,
suggesting other mechanisms involved in boosting the DSSC
performances, more likely attributed to the extended spectral
sensitization of panchromatic dyes. Besides, the injection rate of
β-substituted porphyrins absorbed on TiO2 film was previously
reported to be higher than N719 Ru-based dye (Sunahara
et al., 2011) and higher or similar to the meso-substituted
porphyrins (Campbell et al., 2004; Di Carlo et al., 2014b). A
further time-resolved optical and electrical investigation focused
on variously substituted porphyrinic dyes, revealed that the
substituent position is not the determining factor of injection
efficiency (Griffith et al., 2012). As a consequence, despite an
increasing of the push-pull character clearly affects the spectral
response by broadening and red shifting the absorption bands,
the impact on the electron injection rate (subpicosecond time-
scale) cannot rationally explain the differences in PV efficiency
among structurally different porphyrin-based dyes. However, the
charge recombination processes between sensitized TiO2 and the
dye cation or the oxidized electrolyte, are typically on a longer
time scale (ns-ms) and much more likely involved in influencing
the DSSC performances.

Grätzel and co-workers in 2014 by a judicious molecular
engineering of trans-A2BC push–pull ZnII porphyrins
dramatically improved the light harvesting ability of the
SM315 dye reaching the record 13% conversion efficiency for
porphyrin-based DSSC (Mathew et al., 2014).

The introduction of the proquinoidal benzothiadiazole
(BTD) unit into the acceptor pendant of the dye promoted
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FIGURE 7 | A4 β-pyrrolic ZnII porphyrins 13-15 and trans-A2BC push-pull ZnII porphyrin 16.

a splitting of the B band, resulting in a shoulder at 440 nm
added to the maximum at 454 nm, with a significant
broadening of the electronic absorption between the B
and the Q bands (450–550 nm) and a bathochromic shift
with increased intensity for the Q band at lowest-energy.
Therefore, an 80% IPCE value with enhanced photon
collection in both the green (500–600 nm) and red (up
to 800 nm) region of the solar spectrum was achieved,
resulting in a panchromatic capture of sunlight which
allowed the DSSC device to get enhanced photocurrent
and outstanding efficiency without the use of other co-sensitizers
(Mathew et al., 2014).

Besides BTD, other auxiliary acceptor units based on 2,3-
diphenylquinoxaline (DPQ), benzotriazole and triazolopyridine
moieties have been recently investigated by bridging the core with

carboxylic anchoring groups in trans-A2BC ZnII porphyrins (Lu
et al., 2016; Cheng et al., 2017).

The presence of these auxiliary groups promotes a
panchromatic effect on the IPCE spectra in the range from
350 and 700 nm, filling up the valley between the B and the
Q-bands and enhancing sunlight harvesting up to 60–70%.

A DPQ and a BTD moiety show similar effects also when
added in β-pyrrolic position (Lu et al., 2017).

When compared to the reference dye 17, compounds 18

and 19 (Figure 9) display a splitting and a red-shifting of the
electronic absorption bands, due to the introduction of the
additional electron-withdrawing group which enhances the π-
conjugation and the electron transfer between the porphyrin core
and the anchoring carboxylic group. Moreover, as for the meso-
substituted analogs (Lu et al., 2016; Cheng et al., 2017), a shoulder
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FIGURE 8 | (A) UV-Vis spectra in THF solution of 13-15; (B) IPCE spectra of

13-15.

of the B band appears (at 464 nm for 18 and at 471 nm for 19),
more bathochromically shifted for 19, in accordance to the more
electron-acceptor nature of BTD with respect to DPQ.

DFT calculations have shown that the HOMOs of all three
17-19 are mainly on the porphyrin core and have almost
the same energy, while a stepwise stabilization of the LUMOs
occurs on going from 17 to 19, as expected for the increased
electron-withdrawing properties of the additional acceptor unit
and in agreement with the anodic shift of the first oxidation
peak (Table S1).

Accordingly, the IPCE spectra of the DSSCs sensitized with 18
and 19 have higher and more extended absorptions in the range
350–520 nm than the one based on 17, reaching an IPCE value
over 60% for 19. Indeed, 19 has the highest photocurrent (Jsc =
11.47 mAcm−2 vs. 7.60 mAcm−2 for 17 and 9.03 mAcm−2 for
18) and the highest PCE within the series(6.14 vs. 4.02% for 17
and 4.47% for 18).

Hence the introduction of supplementary electron-
withdrawing moiety in the acceptor unit is a valid strategy
to extend light harvesting ability of both meso and β-substituted
porphyrins, with a more pronounced effect in combination
with BTD-based acceptors. In fact, almost all the new
generation porphyrin dyes carry this latter moiety as an ancillary

acceptor between the porphyrin core and the anchoring group
(Pan et al., 2018).

The use of an additional chromophore to improve
sunlight harvesting has been exploited also for axially
substituted porphyrins.

A supramolecular dyad (20) between ZnII

tetraphenylporphyrin and a π-conjugated
oligo(phenylenevinylene) moiety with a pyridyl group
able to interact with the metal center and a cyanoacyrylic
anchoring group to bind TiO2 has been prepared (Figure 10)
(Charisiadis et al., 2015).

The DSSC sensitized with 20 shows an IPCE spectrum
broader than that of the DSSC built with the plain
oligo(phenylenevinylene) moiety, reaching IPCE values of
35 and 40% at 422 and 486 nm, respectively. Therefore, a
significant enhancement of Jsc (from 7.55 to 11.58 mAcm−2) and
of PCE (from 2.45 to 5.27%) occurs by axial coordination.

In porphyrins 21 and 22, the central silicon atom allows the
coordination of two terephthalic acid units as axial ligands and
anchoring groups (Figure 10) (Liu et al., 2013).

The UV-Vis spectra of 22 in THF solution shows an
absorption band at 411 nm in addition to the B and the Q bands,
which are also significantly red-shifted in comparison to those
of 21, due to the presence of the triphenylamine units in the
meso-positions of the porphyrin core.

In accordance to the enhanced electron-donating ability and
to the increased conjugation of 22, CV experiments with TiO2

photoanodes sensitized with the two dyes have shown a positive
shift of the LUMO and a negative shift of the HOMO of 22 with
respect to those of 21 (−0.84V vs. NHE and −0.90V vs. NHE,
respectively, for the LUMOs and 0.96 vs. NHE and 1.00V vs.
NHE, respectively, for the HOMOs).

The DSSC with compound 22 displays a broader, flatter and
more intense IPCE spectrum than 21, with a tail reaching 750 nm
and 40–60% peaks in the range 380–670 nm. The resulting
photocurrent is more than twice that of 21 (Jsc = 8.24 vs. 3.28
mAcm−2) with a consistent improvement of the PCE (3.0% for
22 and 1.0% for 21).

Since the first example of a porphyrin dye equipped with
a push-pull system along the 5,15-meso positions in which
the donor and the acceptor units are introduced in a trans-
A2BC architecture (Lee et al., 2009), great efforts have been
devoted on judiciously designing porphyrin sensitizers with
such a kind of substitution pattern. This molecular architecture
provides a significant charge transfer character from the donor
to the acceptor through the porphyrin π-system guaranteeing
an increased power conversion efficiency compared with analog
dyes missing the donor substituents. The push-pull system
definitely allows to boost the DSSC performance due to the
increased photocurrent density on the semiconductor by pushing
the electron flow from the dye to the TiO2 semiconductor.

The introduction in the push-pull framework of strong
electron-donating substituents, such as diaryl-amine donors, not
only positively affects the electron injection process, but it further
improves the light harvesting ability of the sensitized photoanode
by broadening and extending up to the NIR region the absorption
bands of the porphyrin dye (Lee et al., 2009). Therefore, a large
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FIGURE 9 | A4 β-pyrrolic ZnII porphyrins 17-19.

FIGURE 10 | Axial porphyrins 20-22.

number of donors with increasing electron-donating strength
have been designed and investigated to simultaneously enhance
the conversion efficiencies and the photon absorption of the dyes
by linking at themeso-positions of the core.

However, it is mandatory to keep in mind that too strong
donors seriously destabilize the HOMO levels making the
regeneration process of the dye by the electrolyte very hard to
take place with a negative impact on the PCE (Figure 1).

Besides aryl-amino donors, which have been extensively
investigated (Figure 11A) (Lee et al., 2009; Hsieh
et al., 2010; Chang et al., 2011; Pan et al., 2017), other
electron-donating moieties have been surveyed. Fluorene-
modified porphyrins have been reported to outperform
other porphyrin dyes endowed with polyaromatic or
heterocyclic donors, due to the more red-shifted absorption
bands promoting stronger and broader photovoltaic
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FIGURE 11 | Various electron-donor moieties used for trans-A2BC push-pull ZnII porphyrins. (A) arylamines; (B) polyaromatic or heterocyclic groups; (C) carbazole;

(D) phenothiazine; (E) ullazine; (F) pyrene; (G) N-annulated perylene; (H) indoline-conjugates.

responses in the range 350–750 nm (Figure 11B)
(Wu et al., 2012).

Carbazole (Figure 11C) (Wang et al., 2013, 2014) and
phenothiazine (Figure 11D) (Xie et al., 2015) donor moieties
have also been investigated as promising donors for developing
efficient porphyrin sensitizers. The introduction of an ethynyl
bridge between the donor and the porphyrin core improved
light absorption and expanded π-conjugated framework. The
side effect for carbazole derivatives is the simultaneous increasing
of dye aggregation, which has been overcome by incorporating
long-alkoxy chains in the dye structure. On the contrary,
the 3D shape of phenothiazine allowed the aggregation to
be suppressed.

The introduction of an ullazine donor motif promoted
significant absorptions in both the visible and NIR region
(up to 800 nm) of the solar spectrum thus boosting the light
harvesting ability and achieving a viable approach for designing
panchromatic dyes (Figure 11E) (Mathew et al., 2016).

Some cyclic aromatic donors have been also investigated,
such as pyrene (Wang et al., 2011) and N-annulated perylene
(Luo et al., 2014) (Figures 11F–G), which show a remarkable
panchromatic effect when linked to the porphyrin core by an
ethynyl π-bridge, thus enhancing solar light harvesting in the
range 400–800 nm and up to the NIR and producing IPCE values
higher than 80% and superior PCEs, up to 10.5%.

Finally, indoline-conjugated units have been considered,
producing DSSCs with improved photocollection over a wide
range of wavelengths (350–700 nm, with IPCE values of 80%,
surpassing those of benchmark dye YD2-oC8) and remarkable
PCEs (Figure 11H) (Pellejà et al., 2014; Li et al., 2016). The
indoline motifs show nonplanar geometry enabling to endow
the dye molecules with a proper steric hindrance to reduce the
molecular aggregation.

While several electron-donors have been exploited for the
optimization of sunlight harvesting in trans-A2BCZnII push-pull
porphyrins, a similar systematic investigation on A4 β-pyrrolic
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structures is still lacking, mostly because of some issues related to
their preparation.

Complexes 5 and 8 have been the first examples of β-
disubstituted push-pull ZnII porphyrins ever reported (Di Carlo
et al., 2013), thanks to the development of a straightforward
and effective synthetic procedure involving a light induced
regiospecific introduction of bromine atoms on antipodal 2,12 β-
pyrrolic position of the porphyrin core (Di Carlo et al., 2015),
followed by a microwave-assisted Sonogashira coupling.

As discussed before, it was evidenced that the porphyrinic
ring is a less effective linker between the donor and acceptor
substituents along pyrrolic positions. However, the introduction
of the dimethylaniline donor in β-position gives broad and
intense IPCE spectra in the range 350–650 nm, outperforming
the PCEs of the corresponding meso-porphyrins. The pyrrolic
substitution architecture enables to fill the valley around 500 nm
typical of the meso series and the additional donor promotes
red shifting of the Q bands compared with the β-substituted
porphyrins bearing only the acceptor.

Following a similar approach, attractive A4 2,12 β-pyrrolic
disubstituted ZnII porphyrins with a ferrocenylmoiety as a strong
donor group and C60-fullerene or carbon spheres as acceptor
units linked to the porphyrin core through an ethynyl bridge
have been prepared (Possanza et al., 2018). The designed triads
exhibit an appreciable broadening of the B band and a 20 nm
bathochromic shift of both the B and the Q bands, making
them promising candidates for optoelectronic and photovoltaic
applications due to their increased photon-collection ability.

However, a more convenient strategy to enhance the push-pull
character of A4 β-functionalized porphyrin dyes and tune their
light-absorption profile is the introduction of electron-donating
groups on the aryl moieties in 5,10,15,20meso positions.

Following the approach used for the optimization of
the photovoltaic performances of trans-A2BC push-pull ZnII

porphyrins by suppressing their detrimental π-π stacking (Li
and Diau, 2013), the three new porphyrins 23, 24, and 25 have
been prepared, carrying octyloxy chains at the o,o-, o,p- and
o-positions of the phenyl moieties in meso of the macrocycle
(Figure 12A) (Orbelli Biroli et al., 2015).

Compound 23 shows a surprisingly narrow electrochemical
HOMO-LUMO energy gap (1.77 eV), very similar to that ofmeso
push- pull ZnII porphyrins 2, 9, and 10 in the same experimental
conditions (Figure 4) (Mussini et al., 2012; Di Carlo et al., 2013),
suggesting a remarkable role of the octyloxy chains in o,o position
not only, as expected, on the reduction of detrimental aggregation
phenomena, but also on the electronic structure and on the
charge transfer processes.

The CV investigation has confirmed for 23 a low first
oxidation potential (0.14V vs. Fc+/Fc, Table S1), in agreement
with an enrichment of the electronic cloud below and above the
porphyrin plane due to the presence of eight oxygen atoms.

The PCEs of the DSSCs based on 23-25 show a significant
increase compared to that with reference complex 2, in particular
for the device with 25 (80% increase), which displays the highest
IPCE value within the series (Figure 12B).

Focusing on o-substituted structures, the effect of alkoxy
chains of different length an steric hindrance has been considered
(compounds 26-30, Figure 12C) (Magnano et al., 2016).

The first anodic and cathodic peaks and therefore the
electrochemical HOMO and LUMO energy levels and the
HOMO-LUMO gaps, are almost unaffected by the change of the
alkoxy chain (Table S1). On the contrary, the PCEs of the DSSCs
made with 26-30 enhance linearly with the alkoxy chain length,
due to an enhancement of both photocurrent and photovoltage,
and reach the highest value (6.32%) for the device with 28, in
accordance with the IPCE spectra.

Longer alkoxy chains provide a better enveloping of the
porphyrin core, reducing π-π aggregation and protecting the
ZnII ion by recombination with the I−3 of the electrolyte.

Pushing forward this approach, a novel 4D–π-1A type
substitution pattern bearing four bulky electron-donating
substituents directly linked to the 5,10,15,20 meso positions
of the core and a β-pyrrolic electron-withdrawing pendant
has been rationally designed (31 and 32, Figure 13A)
(Covezzi et al., 2016).

Indeed, the conjugation of triphenylamine units on a
porphyrin ring was previously reported to produce broadened
photon absorption both in the visible and NIR regions in
porphyrin dyes (Huang et al., 2012), so the introduction of these
moieties was coupled with the simultaneous introduction of a
BTD unit in the acceptor part of the molecule (compound 32),
to achieve a panchromatic response.

The significant destabilization induced on the HOMO energy
levels by the four arylamino groups and on the LUMO energy
levels by the BTD pendant (as reflected also by the less negative
first cathodic potential, Table S1) allowed to lower the HOMO-
LUMO gap of 32 in comparison to that of 31 (1.92 vs. 2.08 eV)
and especially to that of reference compound 7 (2.33 eV),
highlighting an enhanced push-pull character for porphyrins
with 4D-π-1A substitution pattern.

Accordingly, the B and the Q band at lower energy of 31 and
32 are significantly red-shifted with respect to 7.

The DSSC based on 32 shows an IPCE value up to 60% over
a broad spectral range (300–700 nm), and a remarkable PCE of
8.79%. On the contrary, due to the shorter anchoring unit, the
device with 31 suffers back electron transfer, showing therefore
a lower (even if panchromatic) IPCE (<40%), and a small PCE
(2.72%) (Figure 13B).

Therefore, sometimes the better light harvesting induced by
a broader absorption profile fails in increasing the efficiency of
the DSSC. Indeed, the peripheral substituents must be linked in
a proper way to the porphyrin macrocycle in order to promote
efficient overlapping of π-orbitals which guarantees adequate
electronic communication among the chromophores composing
the panchromatic dye (Obraztsov et al., 2017).

Typically conjugated ethynyl and ethenyl moieties are
considered the most efficient linking bridges between the
porphyrin core and the acceptor unit, while ethynyl and amine
bridges are commonly preferred for the connection of donor
moieties. The ethynyl bridge promotes extended harvesting of
sunlight by broadening and red-shifting of the absorption bands
(Di Carlo et al., 2014a), but, in the case of pseudo-planar
structures, as meso-substituted porphyrins, such a linking way
could dramatically aggravate the planarization of the dye, with
a negative impact on the DSSC performances by π-staking
aggregation of the dye molecules onto the semiconductor.
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FIGURE 12 | (A) A4 β-pyrrolic ZnII porphyrins 23-25; (B) IPCE spectra of 23-25; (C) A4 β-pyrrolic ZnII porphyrins 26-30.

The introduction of alkyl chains on donor, acceptors or
directly on the porphyrin ring was firstly considered to address
these drawbacks (Orbelli Biroli et al., 2015; Magnano et al., 2016;
Song et al., 2018).

Recently new substitutive patterns for β-pyrrolic substituted
porphyrin dyes have been investigated.

For example, linking an electron donor group in meso
position of the ring and an electron acceptor in β-pyrrolic
position, both through an ethynyl spacer (compound 33),
generates an additional extended band at between the Soret
and the Q-bands (500–600 nm) referred to as S0 → S3
excitation. This structural arrangement greatly enhances solar
light harvesting in the green spectral region, making these
new porphyrins promising candidates for DSSC application
(Figure 14A) (Parsa et al., 2018).

β-multi-substituted free base porphyrins carrying electron-
donor methoxy groups and various electron-withdrawing
groups (Br, CF3, and C6F4) at the antipodal β-positions
have also been explored (34-36, Figure 14B) (Chen et al.,
2013). The distorted saddle configuration of these structures,
coupled with the different electron-acceptor ability of the
substituents, tunes the HOMO-LUMO energy gap, which
decreases in the order 34>36>35 with the same trend
for electrochemical and calculated data. The electronic
absorption spectrum of 35 displays a broader B band
than 34 and 36, and stronger and red shifted Q bands
(511 and 718 nm).

Another interesting design comprises the use of five-member
hetero-aromatic rings condensed to the pyrrolic rings of the
porphyrin as alternative linking bridge enabling efficient electron
transfer without increasing the steric hindrance.

The β-functionalized imidazole-fused porphyrin dyes 37-39
(Figure 14C) display different HOMO-LUMO gaps and light
harvesting properties which depend on the π-bridges and
the acceptor groups on the fused imidazole-porphyrin donor
(Bodedla et al., 2018). The trend of the first oxidation potentials
(37 < 38 < 39, Table S1) is related to the strength of the
interaction between the imidazole-fused porphyrin core and the
acceptor cyanoacrylic or carboxylic anchoring group. Dye 37

shows the lowest gap among the series (1.98 vs. 2.01 eV for 38
and 2.02 eV for 39) and due to the cyanoacrylic anchoring group,
when used as a sensitizer, generates the best performing device
(PCE= 3.67%), in accordance to the high Jsc (7.41 mAcm−2) and
the broadened IPCE curve.

The combination of more than one fused moiety as in 40-
41 can further enhance the photovoltaic properties (Figure 14D)
(Hayashi et al., 2013). The fused quinoxaline moiety in 40

has an electron-acceptor character and the addition of a
triarylamino electron donor at the opposite β,β’-edge through
a fused imidazole moiety (41) allows a broadening and a red-
shift of the Soret and Q bands with enhanced light harvesting.
In agreement, the electrochemical data show a negative shift
of the first oxidation potential of 41 in comparison to 40

(0.92V vs. NHE and 0.98V vs. NHE, respectively, Table S1),
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FIGURE 13 | (A) 4D-π-1A porphyrins 31-32; (B) IPCE spectra of 31-32.

while the first reduction potentials are almost the same for
the two compounds (−1.11V vs. NHE and −1.13V vs. NHE,
respectively, Table S1). The concomitant introduction of a
triarylamino and fused imidazole moieties has a more significant
effect on the HOMO energy than on the LUMO, with a lowering
of the electrochemical HOMO-LUMO gap (2.03 eV for 41 and
2.11 eV for 40). Moreover, when 41 is used to sensitized TiO2,
a flat and intense IPCE spectrum is recorded (up to 80%)
producing a remarkable PCE (6.8%).

A very promising recent approach involves the synthesis
of β-functionalized push-pull opp-dibenzoporphyrins. In these
structures two benzene units are fused at the opposite β,β’-
positions of the core, and carry at one end an electron donor
methoxyphenyl group and at the other a variety of electron
acceptor substituents. The donor group can be linked to the
benzene ring by a phenyl bridge (42-45) (Figure 15A) (Jinadasa
et al., 2015) or by a more conjugated ethynylphenyl spacer
(46-48) (Figure 15B) (Jinadasa et al., 2017).

The overall architecture appears therefore as an
extended π-conjugated push-pull system, suitable for
application in optoelectronics or photovoltaics after proper
chemical functionalization.

The electronic absorption spectra of 42-45 display some
peculiarities: (a) the B bands have a shoulder; (b) an additional
absorption in the range 380–405 nm appears; (c) extra Q bands
at 600–650 nm are present. Moreover, in accordance to the strong
electron acceptor properties of the substituents, these effects are
more pronounced for compounds 42 and 45.

Indeed, for example, while the replacement of vicinal esters
in 43 with cyclic imide in 45 has no effect on the first
oxidation potentials (Table S1), the introduction of strong
electron-withdrawing cyano groups in 42 causes a positive shift
of the anodic potential.

DFT calculation have shown that the electron density of the
HOMO spans over the porphyrin core and the two fused benzene
rings, with only a minimal involvement of the methoxyphenyl
donor group, due to the hampered rotation of the benzene rings
around the C-C single bond. On the other hand, the LUMO
orbital is mainly on the porphyrin core and appears affected by
the introduction of strong electron acceptor moieties. Therefore,
the HOMO-LUMO gap and the push-pull character of 42-45 can
be finely tuned.

The insertion of an ethynyl spacer between the porphyrin core
and the phenyl moiety carrying the donor group assures a better
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FIGURE 14 | (A) meso-β disubstituted ZnII porphyrin 33; (B) multi β-substituted free base porphyrins 34-36; (C) β-functionalized imidazole-fused porphyrin dyes

37-39; (D) push-pull fused ZnII porphyrins 40-41.

conjugation of the core with the electron donor, thus enhancing
the push-pull effect, as in 46-48. Indeed the UV-Vis spectrum of
46 shows a red shift of the Soret band in comparison to that of 43
as free base.

Moreover, when the opp-dibenzoporphyrin is endowed with
a strong electron donating dimethylamino group (47), a huge
modification of the absorption pattern occurs with respect to 46.
A shoulder at lower wavelengths appears near the B band, which
is also more broadened and bathochromically shifted. A similar
red shift occurs also for the Q bands, with a significant increase in
intensity of that at 537 nm. All these effects are produced by the
simple addition of the electron donor, highlighting therefore its
unique role.

The replacement of the two carboxymethyl acceptors with a
cyclic imide in 48 enhances further increases the red shift of the
Soret and the Q bands, and also the intensity of the Q band at
584 nm.

As expected on the basis of the electronic absorption data, the
HOMO and LUMO orbitals in 46 are mainly on the porphyrin
core, the two fused benzene rings and the ethynyl spacer. By
introduction of the dimethylamino group in 47 the HOMO
orbital shifts mostly on the donor moiety, while the LUMO
remains on the porphyrin core, without any involvement of
the carboxymethyl groups. On the contrary, in the presence of

the cyclic imide (48), the electron density of the LUMO moves
toward the acceptor, with a decrease of the electrochemical
HOMO-LUMO energy gap (1.94 vs. 2.41 eV for 46 and 2.01 eV
for 47, Table S1) and the generation of the most performing
push-pull system.

β-functionalized trans-A2B2 push-pull tetrabenzoporphyrins
49 and 50 (Figure 15C) (Kumar et al., 2018) represent the
latest evolution of the concept of opp-dibenzoporphyrins.
The large extended π-delocalization gives them distinctive
physicochemical and photophysical properties, making them
interesting candidates for DSSCs even if their synthesis is
quite tedious.

The fusion of two more benzene rings on the free pyrrole
units of an opp-dibenzoporphyrin causes substantial variations
in the UV-Vis pattern. 49 shows a broad and red shifted B band
at 488 nm, which is further red shifted to 507 nm by substitution
of the carboxymethyl acceptor units with cyclic imides. More
notably the Q bands of 49 appear overlapped and quite intense
over a significant range of wavelengths (570–720 nm), while for
50 a very intense Q band at 721 nm is observed, accompanied by
a weak absorption at lower wavelength (649 nm).

DFT calculations have evidenced for both 49 and 50 a HOMO
located on the porphyrin core and on the four benzene units,
while the LUMO spans the core, the two benzene moieties
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FIGURE 15 | (A) β-functionalized dibenzoporphyrins 42-45; (B) β-functionalized dibenzoporphyrins with ethynylphenyl bridges 46-48; (C) β-functionalized

tetrabenzoporphyrins 49-50.

carrying the electron acceptor group and for 50 the cyclic
imides, leaving untouched the other two benzenes with the
methoxyphenyl groups.

The energy level diagram for 49 and 50 shows a remarkable
deviation from the Gouterman model, with a significant splitting
of the two almost degenerate HOMOs. The presence of the
electron withdrawing cyclic imide stabilizes both the LUMO and
the HOMO energy levels, so that the both the calculated and the
electrochemical HOMO-LUMO gaps for 50 are lower than that
of 49 (2.14 vs. 2.26 eV and 1.73 vs. 1.97V, respectively, Table S1).

Therefore, the presence of two electron donor and two
electron acceptor moieties in β-pyrrolic position of ZnII

tetrabenzoporphyrins promotes huge and tunable effects on their
electronic properties, which make these systems promising for
application in DSSCs.

A key point that has to be underlined is that possible
modifications of the electronic properties of the porphyrin can
occur after the chemisorption on the semiconductor surface due
to strong intermolecular dye/TiO2 or dye/dye interactions, and
to scattering.

For example, a recent investigation (Munir et al., 2015)
on 5, 10, 15, 20-tetraphenylsulphonic porphyrin has shown a
bathochromic shift of the B band and a lowering of the number

of the Q bands from four to two after chemisorption on TiO2.
The interaction of the free porphyrin core with TiO2 is strongly
favored by the presence of the sulphonic acid groups, which allow
a flattening of the macrocycle on the semiconductor surface and
an interaction of the titanium ions with the central cavity of
the porphyrin.

For dye SM315 a slight blue shift of the bands has been
reported on TiO2, consistent with a lowering of the molecular
dipole moment due to the deprotonation of the carboxylic group
after anchoring (Mathew et al., 2014).

In other papers (Liang et al., 2015; Panagiotakis et al., 2018)
a remarkable broadening and a red-shift of the electronic
absorption bands of ZnII porphyrins is reported after
chemisorption on TiO2, with an enhanced light harvesting
in the NIR range of wavelengths. Red-shifting of thee Q bands
is also evident in the porphyrin 13, endowed with DTE unit
in β-position, upon being adsorbed on TiO2 photoanode
(Di Carlo et al., 2017).

On the other hand, when compounds 7 and 10 (Figure 4)
are anchored on the surface of TiO2, the electronic absorption
spectra display the same number of bands than those of
the dyes in solution, without any significant difference in
the wavelength of the absorption maxima. The only effect of
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chemisorption is a faint broadening of the bands due to scattering
(Di Carlo et al., 2014b).

Therefore, a good experimental practice suggests to record the
UV-Vis spectra of the dyes not only in solution, but also once
absorbed on the semiconductor.

CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this mini-review is to survey the more effective
strategies used to tune the light harvesting ability of porphyrin
chromophores for photovoltaic application in DSSCs. Particular
attention is devoted to porphyrin dyes showing A4 β-pyrrolic
substitution pattern which have been less extensively studied than
the trans-A2BC push-pull counterparts despite their promising
results in TiO2 sensitization. The meso-architecture, which relies
on a push-pull system arranged on 5,15 meso positions of a
porphyrin core, exhibits a stronger charge-transfer character
compared with the relative A4-porphyrins bearing the donor-
acceptor system through the pyrrolic positions. This feature
strongly affects the electrochemical properties of the dyes
impacting the HOMO level, LUMO level and the resulting
HOMO-LUMO energy gap thus influencing both the dynamics
of electron transfer processes and the sunlight capture. Indeed,
while trans-A2BC push-pull porphyrins show intense light
absorption in the visible region up to the NIR but leaving
uncovered the visible portion between Soret and Q bands, the
A4 β-porphyrins are stronger light harvesters in the entire
visible spectrum and their photon collection in the NIR is
less significant. Since several tailoring strategies have been
investigated to tune the light absorption profile of meso-
porphyrins, some of them have been adopted as well to improve
the light harvesting ability of A4 β-porphyrin dyes. The majority

deals with the narrowing of the HOMO-LUMO gap in order to
promote broadening and red-shifting of absorption bands with
the specific aim to boost photon collection both in the visible and
near infrared regions. The most advances on designing effective
β-porphyrin dyes range from the coupling of porphyrin core
with conjugated strong acceptors, which stabilize the LUMO level
and simultaneously serve as additional chromophores turning
the porphyrin into panchromatic dyes, to rising the HOMO level
by adding electron-donating moieties on the periphery of the
porphyrin core. Another exotic but effective strategy to extend
the photon collection up to the NIR is the extension of π-
conjugation as a result of coupling two or more porphyrin units
either through β-positioned linear linkers or fusing the cores by
means of pyrrolic substituents. A4 β-porphyrin dyes due to the
less demanding synthetic pathways and the remarkable PCEs are
considered very promising to pass from the lab- to the mass scale
production, however to date few strategies have been investigated
on a judicious tailoring of such chromophores, thus we strongly
believe that the scientific community could have plenty of room
in designing new and more efficient sensitizers to boost their
photovoltaic performances.
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